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1. Purpose. 
study of the 

2. Physical setting. The Lake Pontchartrain Hurricane 
Protection Project protects the New Orleans metropolitan area 
from storm surges originating in the Gulf of Mexico. The project 
protects the lives and property of about 1 million residents of 
the area. It insures protection from storm surge events up to 
and including the Standard Project Hurricane. The protected area 
is situated as much as 8 to 10 feet below sea level and must be 
protected from inundation with an extensive levee and pumping 
system. The SPH storm surge can raise the surface of 
surrounding water bodies adjacent to project levees as much as 12 
feet above normal. In addition, high winds accompanying 
hurricanes can cause large waves to impinge on the project 
levees. Levees were designed to prevent overtopping from wave 
runup and hurricane surge. The levees and floodwalls exposed to 
hurricane surge, but not wave runup, were designed and 
constructed with freeboard, some with as little as 1 foot of 
freeboard. Enclosure 2 gives a brief description of the project 
area and illustrates SPH stillwater levels as well as designed 
and existing levee and floodwall heights. 

3. Background. 

a. The project was formulated in the 1950's and 1960's using 
the technology available at that time. Numerical models and h igh 
speed computers now allow for the more complete analysis of the 
physics of hurricane storm surge and wave action. Many reaches 
in the project are nearing completion. Because of the extensiv e 
use of project freeboards of 1 and 2 feet, phenomena such as sea 
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level rise, deltaic subsidence and datum changes give cause for 
reanalysis. Our benchmark policy, discussed in Enclosure 1, when 
applied to project construction exacerbates the problems 
associated with sea level rise, deltaic subsidence and datum 
changes. These factors were not accounted for in the project 
formulation and have detrimentally affected the project's 
performance. Their combined effects approach a net change in the 
order of 1 foot over the past 30 years~ The trend in subsidence 
will continue. The degree of prot~ation afforded by the project 
appears to be deficient in some reaches with the prospect of 
further deterioration over the remaining 100 year project life. 
In addition, topographic changes attributable to levee 
construction may have affected the hurricane stage relationship 
in Lake Pontchartrain. A brief history of the this hurricane 
protection design and its associated problems is at Enclosure 3. 

b. During the early 1980's when the Lake Pontchartrain project 
was being reevaluated because of litigation, one of the more 
ambitious undertakings was an attempt by WES to restudy the 
hurricane surge using the 2-D WIFM model. The study was 
formulated by the District to answer questions about the 
influence of the proposed barrier plan structures on the 
hurricane surge. significant spin-off findings from this 
numerical model study can be summarized by saying that water 
levels forecasted by the WIFM model suggest that some reaches of 
the project appear to provide protection against a storm greater 
than the SPH while other reaches seem to provide a lesser degree 
of protection; a summary is at Enclosure 4. We suspect that some 
levee reaches are over-designed, while others are under-designed. 
If this model study confirms our suspicions, then a wiser course 
of investment will be in raising deficient reaches. 

c. In 1993 the New Orleans District contracted with CERC to 
perform"a-"I3Tiot model study to assess the impacts of" chang,es in 
SPH hurricane parameters on design stages. The study also 
a~sessed the effects of changes in the relationship between Mean 
S~a Level (MSL) find NGVD with respegt to the required elevation 
6f levees designed to prevent overtopping from a storm surge 
derived in MSL frame of reference. As a result of their 
investigations CERC concluded that the changes in the SPH 
parameters had little effect on storm surge elevations; but that 
MSL had increased with respect to NGVD by approximately 1 foot 
since 1929. As a result of their study CERC recommended a 
thorough hydrodynamic modeling of the basin and reevaluation of 
the protection system using a statistical procedure which would 
make use of the full data base of historical storms such as the 
joint probability approach or the empirical simulation technique. 
Their report is at Enclosure 5. 
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4. Plan Under consideration. 

a. .he 'r.'e.study will be conducted with a view toward insuring 
:tlaat, as a mlnlmum , tne autnor i zed degree of protection is 
uniformly des igne d and constructed throughout the protect ion 
system. The potential for loss of life, cost savings a nd 
reduced future maintenance mandate accuracy and reliability in 
storm surge forecasting. The uncertainties associated with 
datum adjustments and our extensive use of 1 and 2 feet of 
freeboard require a comprehensive and rigorous effort. A scope 
of work and estimate of time and cost for such a study were 
prepared by CERC in response to a request from NOD. (See 
Enclosure 6.) 

b. Results from the numerical model will produce a grid of 
storm surge magnitudes for the project area based on existing 
topography referenced to a consistent datum. The wave analysis 
will yield proper wave heights for design. The statistical 
analysis will indicate the appropriate frequency of the SPH 
Hurricane as well as a few less frequent events. 

5. Recommendations. We recommend the model study as outlined 
herein. Your comments and concurrence are requested. 

FOR THE COMMANDER: 

6 Encls 
as 

CF: CERC 
(wo/encls) 

~ 
W. EUGENE TICKNER . f.~#.?/ 
Chief, Engineering D1V1Slon 



Background. The Lake Pontchartrain Hurricane Protection project 
protects the New Orleans metropolitan area from high water levels 
in Lakes Pontchartrain and Borgne. The project protects the 
lives and property of about 1 million residents of the area. It 
insures protection for storm surge events up to and including the 
standard Project Hurricane. 

The project was formulated in the 1950's and 1960's using 
the technology available at that time. Hurricane parameters were 
provided by the National Weather Service and standard 1-0 
equations were used to route the hurricane storm surge into the 
shallow water bodies surrounding the project area and compute 
wind setup. Standard methodologies outlined in Technical Report 
No. 4 and nomographs provided by the Coastal Engineering Research 
Center (CERC) were used to determine wave heights and wave runup 
for design of levee heights and cross sections. Recorded gage 
data and historic high water marks were used to calibrate the 1-0 
hurricane surge models and analyze the frequency of occurrence. 

Many reaches in the project are nearing completion, but 
almost 40 years have elapsed since the project's inception. In 
the intervening years more precise numerical techniques have been 
developed and many advances in the "state of the Art" of coastal 
engineering design have occurred. Observed phenomena such as sea 
level rise, deltaic subsidence and datum changes were not 
accounted for in the project formulation and could detrimentally 
affect the performance of the project. We have in the past 
attempted to quantify the combined magnitudes of these phenomena 
by revisiting the various datum plane adjustments for the several 
survey epochs that have been accomplished over the years. We can 
say with some degree of certainty that the combined effects of 

,these phenomena approach a net change in the order of 1 foot over 
lthe past 30 year period of construction. The trend in subsidence 
will continue. The degree of protection afforded by the project 
appears to be deficient in some reaches with the prospect of 
further deterioration over the remaining 100 year project life. 

A policy matter established in subsequent years after 
project construction began required that all future construction 
work done under the authorized Lake Pontchartrain project would 
use NGS's 1964 epoch benchmark that was in place when project 
construction was first initiated in 1966. This policy decision 
was formalized and justified in the mid-1980's when questions 
concerning differences in benchmarks from one survey epoch to the 
next produced problems in reporting to Congress the percentage of 
MR&T levee completed from one year to the next. When reporting 
using the 1983 benchmark data it appeared that the miles of MR&T 
levee remaining to be completed during the fiscal year was 
greater than the amount that was remaining in the previous fiscal 
year when an earlier epoch's benchmark was used. ; This of course 
was only one of the problems that changing benchmarks produced. 
The entire chain of correspondence formalizing the benchmark 
policy is attached as Enclosure!. Significant to the issue at 
hand is that the benchmark policy for construction of the Lake 



Pontchartrain project is yet another factor that exacerbates the 
problems associated with sea level rise, deltaic subsidence and 
datum changes. We draw your attention to paragraph c on page 4 
of this enclosure which states "Consideration should be given to 
reanalyzing and modifying (if needed) hurricane protection work 
in high density urban areas where the datum changes will 
drastically reduce the level of protection." 

Historic measured gage data was used to calibrate the 
original 1-0 hurricane surge model. In the intervening years the 
amount of available stage records has doubled, with the newer 
data probably more accurate than the older records. Water levels 
approaching SPH design stages have been experienced at the 
western end of Lake Pontchartrain at Frenier, 12.1 feet during 
Hurricane Betsy and 13.0 feet during the 1915 Hurricane; and 
along the MRGO at Yscloskey, 11.7 feet during Hurricane Betsy and 
11.6 feet during the 1915 Hurricane. But on the south shore of 
Lake Pontchartrain at the West End gage, stages of 5.4 feet were 
experienced in Hurricane Betsy and 6.7 feet in 1915; these stages 
are nowhere near the 11.5 foot SPH stage. West End has the 
longest period of record of any of the recording stations in the 
area. Data at West End from the early 1900's indicates that 
stages near SPH level occurred in 1893 and 1901, but have not 
been experienced in recent history. This indicates that some 
physical changes may have affected the hurricane stage 
relationship on the south shore of Lake Pontchartrain. 

During the early 1980's when the Lake Pontchartrain project 
was being reevaluated because of litigation on the project, many 
simultaneous study efforts were undertaken to.answer questions 
about the advisability of proceeding with the barrier plan as 
originally authorized by Congress or recommending moving to a 
high level plan which would necessitate raising the heights of 
the levees along the Lake Pontchartrain lakefront. One of the 
more ambitious undertakings was an attempt to restudy the 
hurricane surge phenomena using the 2-D WIFM model. The study 
was formulated by the District to answer questions about the 
influence of the proposed barrier plan structures on the 
hurricane surge and their potential impact to the north shore in 
the Slidell, La. area. The numerical modeling was conducted by 
WES. significant spin-off findings from this numerical model 
study that relate to the issue of confidence about our water 
level predictions and degree of protection provided by the 
project, can best be summarized by saying that water levels 
forecasted by the WIFM model suggest that the project as 
originally formulated may not afford the same degree of 
protection throughout its various separable areas and reaches. 
Some reaches appear to provide protection against a storm greater 
than the SPH while other reaches seem to provide a lesser degree 
of protection. To illustrate this point we have extracted 
snapshots of the maximum water levels forecasted by the WIFM 
model for an SPH intensity hurricane on a track critical to the 
Rigolets - Chef Menteur area for pre-Hurricane Betsy levee 
heights and high level plan levee heights; these are included 



with Enclosure!. These plots indicate that the extent and 
height of the project levee system has affected the design 
stillwater levels. However, some of these levees will require 
future lifts to maintain their design grades and decisions to do 
these lifts or not to do the lifts can best be answered by a 
comprehensive reanalysis of this project. We suspect that some 
levee reaches are over-designed, while others are under-designed. 
If this model study confirms our suspicions then a wiser course 
of investment will be in raising deficient reaches. 

In 1993 the New Orleans District contracted with CERC to 
perform a pilot model study to assess the effects of two factors 
on the degree of protection afforded the project area by the old 
project design levee heights and cross sections. CERC was 
requested to assess the impacts of the change in SPH hurricane 
parameters and also the impacts of the relative changes in the 
Mean Sea Level with respect to NGVD on the actual elevation of 
the levees with respect to a MSL related storm surge. As a 
result of their investigations CERC concluded that the changes in 
the SPH parameters had little effect on storm surge elevations; 
but that MSL had increased with respect to NGVD by approximately 
1 foot since 1929. As a result of their study CERC recommended a 
thorough hydrodynamic modeling of the basin and reevaluation of 
the protection system using a statistical procedure which would 
make use of the full data base of historical storms such as the 
joint probability approach or the empirical simUlation technique, 
see Enclosure ~. 

A model restudy will determine if the authorized degree of 
protection is uniformly designed and constructed throughout the 
project. A scope of work and estimate of time and cost for such 
a comprehensive model study were prepared by CERC in response to 
a request from NOD. Briefly, the tasks outlined for study are: 

a. Develop a 2-D wave generation model of Lakes 
Pontchartrain and Borgne. 

b. Develop a modified version of the ADCIRC model to 
predict storm surge in Lakes Pontchartrain and Borgne which 
includes wetting and drying. This task will include the 
capability for analyzing storm surge elevations along the open 
coast of Louisiana. 

c. Develop a statistical analysis of the degree of 
protection afforded by various elements of the protective levee 
system surrounding Lakes Pontchartrain and Borgne. 

A detailed cost estimate is Enclosure 6. As outlined the 
model restudy will be a joint effort with NOD ana CERC sharing 
some modeling duties. The purchase of some computer equipment 
for the district will be required to perform their portion of the 
study in partnership with CERC. 



Results from the numerical model will produce a grid of SPH 
storm surge magnitudes for the project area based on existing 
topography referenced to a consistent datum. The wave analysis 
will yield proper wave heights for design of each project reach. 
The statistical analysis will indicate the appropriate frequency 
of the SPH Hurricane as well as lower flood stage frequency 
relationships. 
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A Proposal to conduct 
Modelinq Studies of Storm Surqa Effect. 

for Lake Pontchartrain, LA 

by 

U.S. Army En91neer Waterway. Experiment station 
Coastal Engineering Research Center 

Summary 

ThiS scope ot work and estimate of time and coat were preparod in 
response to a request by the u.s. Army !!:nqineer Oiatrict, Now Orleans (CELMN) 
tor assistance in performing varioue tasks aeaoeiated with storm aurg_ impaots 
along the Lake Pontchartrain and Lake Sorgn. areao aa well aa a10n9 the opan 
coast of Louisiana. Thie proposed work unit is a cooperative etlore whioh 
will involve peraonnel of the coaetal Engineerin9 Research Centor (CERC) 
providing CELKN with tha numerical modale necessary for CELMN to conduct an 
in-house storm surge study over Lakes PontchArt.rain and Bor9ne and the 
Louisiana coastline. Included in this proposal is the purchase of a high
resolution work station to allow CELMN to perform future Burge analyses. 
CELMN and CERC en91neera will work together to complete the propoaed scope of 
work. The following proposal itemizes the total costa (billed at CE~C ratas) 
aSSOCiated with each task ot the proposal with a coat aeparation of propoaad 
CERC COBta and coate which will be pertormad by CELMN. 

Th9 primary objectives of this effort Are to provide CELMN a numerical 
capability to perform accurate and detailed calculati~na of hurricane propaga
tion, assist in the statistical trequency-o!-occurrenca analyeLB of maximum 
storm surge elevationB, and train CELMN engineers on the application at ~he 
numerical procedures for applying the technology {or future en9ineerinq 
studieB. Storm surge elevations will be computed via the AOCIRC hydrodynamic 
model mOdified to allow for wett1nQ and dryinq. Although the wettin9/dryin9 
algorithm will be developed by CERCi uhurellne data, levee location informa
tion, bathymetric data, and historic storm surge recorda neceBsary Eor ruodel 
verification will be supplied to CERe by CELMN. 

A modeling package will bs developed which will permit Oi.trict person
nel the capability of selecting/constructing and generating hurricanes, 
computin9 the associated wind and pres8ure field, computing storm surge, and 
performing a trequency analysiS ot storm Burge elevations. These capabiliti~a 
will be initially performed on a ma1ntrame computer (CRAY Y-MP) and trftna
ferred to a work station which will be purchased by CERC and transferred to 
the District. Training will be provided to CELMN personnel on the uae and 
implementation of the ana.lysi. package on both the mainfralll'" and work station 
environment. All software required for ths analysis and visualization on the 
work station will be supplied to and installed at CELMN. Details of the tasks 
required to complete tha scope of work follow. 

Intrpduction 

The CERC preformed a pilot study for hurricane Burge elevations in ~he 
Lake pontchartrain and Lake Borgne vicinity. The pilot atudy addr88ued 
coastal datums and evaluated the maximum storm surge in tlla sLudy area aa a 
function of critical hurricane tracks A and C uSinq both the ADCIRC model Alld 
the PBL wind model. ConClusions of the Btudy recommended a thorough hydrody
namic mOdeling and statistical stage-frequency atuuy u{ Lhe LAka Pontchartraln 
and Lake Borgne area. Follow-up meeting8 wers held between personnel of CELMN 
and CERC to discus. other potential aspects ot the atudy. As a result of the 
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pilot study and aubDequant meetinge, C~LKN requ~et8d a time and coat estimate 
for the followlnq ta.k •• 

a. A.aL.tance in developing a 2-D wave genaration modal for Lake. 
pontchartrain and Dorqne and inltruQtlon in the uee of the model. 

b. Development Qf a modJ.tJ.u~ vera ion of the ADCIRC modal to include 
wettlnq and dryln9. AuuLatance to CELMN to develop an in-hou •• modeling 
capability to re.naly~e the Lak.. Pontchartrain and Borgn. .torm ourg. 
pilot study. Aseietance will include the capability for analy£ing .torm 
surge elevation. along the opan eo.at of Louioiana. 

c. A.lilt CILHN with development and execution of .. etatiaeieal 
analysis Qf the degreee of protection afforded by varioue element. of 
the protective levee eyatem surrounding Lake. Pontchartrain and BOl."gne. 

d. AS. let in the selection or a high resolution work atation, purchaaa 
the selected hardware, install necessary software, and transfer the 
paCkage to CELHN. 

A scope ot work to complete all of the above task. is givan below. CERC 
cost estimate8 for key task elements assume CELMN en9ineer. will be working 
with CERC in the completion ot the project, theretore, the proposal itemizes 
the total coats asaociated wieh each task ot the proposal with a cost .epara
tion of CERe coats and CELMN coata (reflecting the cost if CEac performed thu 
work) • 

The 8urge model, PBL hurricane model, wave modol, frequency analy.is 
model, and visualization Boftware will be provided and in.talle~ at CELMN on 
the high-speea, high-resolution work station terminAl selected by CERe in 
coordination with District 8taft. This transfer of software/hardware will 
include the training nece •• ary to prOVide District engineer. and 8clenliete 
the in-house ability to fully investiqate, analyze, and evaluate the impact of 
varioue storm aurge related phenomena affecting DiBtrict coastal araa.. The 
following lIections briefly describe the taska required to cOlllpleLe the 
objectives of thi. profoaal. 

TaBk a. Deyelopment of 2-D WAye Ganeration Modol 

a.l An existing 2-D wave model will be used to evaluate hurricane waves on 
Lake Pontchartrain and Lake Borgne. We propose to uae a two dimen.iort41, time 
dependent, second generation, shallow water, .pectral wave model (WISWAVE 2.0) 
in combination with a planetary boundary layer (PBL) hurrieana wind model to 
obtain estimate8 of wave conditione on Lakes pontchart~ain and Bor9ne. We are 
unaware of measured wave data for either lake. In the absence ot measured 
data for Lake Pontchartrain, it 18 important to verify the model application 
to another Amall, shallow lake, to teat whether the model results are rea.on
able for a different location with similar geometry. Comparisons will be made 
to hindeaat and measured data from Lakes St. Clair and Okeechobee which may be 
used to verify wave estimates for Lakes Pontehartrain and Borgne under .torm 
condition •• Other element. under this task are, D~t up th~ wind and wave 
modele, teat response to expectea conditions, create a "user friendly" 
environment to run the model., and train of District personnel in use of the 
system. 

Depending on the resolution or the WISWAVE grid and techniques used by 
CELMN to estimate run up and overtopping, it may be necesBary to lL'ane!Ol."m 
waves to point8 cl08Ar to ahore. It this is the case, A combined wave 
retraction-diffraction modal (REFDIF) will be used to CAlculate input for the 
run-up and over topping estimatea. 

2 
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The following time .n~ coPt .etimateD for Glemen~ of Taak a ero pro

posed. The t1me repre •• ntu the man-months of effort. Total tima refleots tha 
perlod of performance. Coate aeeooLated with item •• 6 aro ~ho.e requirad to 
generate wave fielda corra.pon~in9 to tho 25-30 hurricane eventa salacted for 
tha Itatistical trainin; let. 

TASk Components Tim. Total coet-
(CERC/CELMN) 

(month.) (SK) 

a.l WISWAVB and P8L model Bet up, verification 
aod teatinq. 4 30 (30/0) 

a.2 WISWAVE an~ PBL model Syetem configuration. 1 10 (10/0) 
&.3 RKFDIF model sat up, teat, and inclu~e in systam. 
&.4 Training on Iyetam u.e. 

2 
1 

10 (10/0) 
15 (S/lO) 

&.5 preparation ot letter report documentinQ study. 
a.6 Generation/verification of .torm event 

associated wave fields 

Total 

1 

3 

8 

5 (S/O) 

20 (5/15) 

90 (65/25) 

TASk h. Dsvelgpment ot 2-D Storm Burgg Mod.l 

Tho developmene at a 2-D storm eurge modal for LAk.e Pontohartrain and 
Borgne will nacea.itate the development ot a wetting and drying capability for 
the exiatinq 2-D ADCIRC model. In conjunction with this phase of the study, 
appropriate algorithms will be developed tor computing storm eurge ovar a 
grid which retl.c~. the fact that a. the Burge rise., computational calle 
become inundated, thus increa8ing the spatial ar.a of inundation. Because 
this tAlk ia essentlal to all other tasks of the storm surga etudy, i~ will be 
performed by CERC. Engineers at CERC will also develop the hi9h re801ution 
grid required tor thia task. An ASCII formatted database of bathymetry and 
shoreline location in latitude and lonqitude, a8 well aa locations of the 
protective levee sy.tem, will be provided C~RC by CELMN for CERe's incorpora
tion into ehe hi9h resolution grid. CELMN will ~rovide direc~ ae.ietance in 
the ve~ification step (Task b.2) by providing Burge elevation data for tho two 
selected tropical .torms. 

An important component ot this cooperative effort 1a the development of 
user oriented lntertaces betw.en the selected storm even~, lhe PBL hurricane 
model, and the ADCIRC model. These interfaces will be developed and installed 
on the work station. CERe will then provide assistance to the District in 
applyinq thil software, however, detailed documentation in the form at a user. 
guide will be prepared by CELMN. Task b will be performed durinQ the first 
year of the project. A time and coat estimate for Task b follows 

TaBk Componento 

b.l Development of high raaolution grid 

b.2 Develop wetting and drying and verify 
to surge data for hurricane. Juan and Betey 
(or two other events .elected by CELKN) 

b.3 Develop usar interface of between PBL, 
AnCIRC, and viaualization aolLware 

3 

Time IotAl COBh-
L&~RC/CELMN) 

(montha) (SK) 

3 50 (20/30) 

9 150 (125/25) 

1 10 (10/0) 

/ 
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b.4 Provide aseietanc. and trainin; on ~ •• of 
tha models 

Total 

2 

12 

UU'":,, 

45 (10/35) 

255 (165/90) 

Task c. perform StatisticAl Analyeie of Protoctiv. System 

A Itat1st1cal analyais procedure for evaluatin9 the degroa of protection 
atfor~e~ by • levee .ystem will ba developed by CELMN with Aaaiatanc. irom 
C~RC. The necessary trainin9 .et of storm8 will also ba dev.loped by cELMN 
with CERC asslstance from the existin9 Drad9ing Resaarch Proqram'. (DRP) data 
bABe of tropical etorm events. Thes. data will b. u •• d by CELKN to devalop 
1nput to the PBL model via tha user interface software, to generate input to 
ADelRC via tha aoftwaro of Taak b. Production run ADCIRC aimulations w!t1 b. 
conducted by CELKN, with CERC aSSistance, to produce spatial dietributions of 
peak storm surge under prescribed conflqurationa of the protective system. 

The spAtial diatrlbutlon of atorm surQe elevation will repreaent the 
input data ba8e for the Empirical Simulation Technique (EST) based frequency 
model. Application of the KST an~ subsequent frequency computation. neC.S.6~y 
to quantify degrees of protection tor the variOUS elements compriainQ the 
protective system will be performed by CELMN with assistance by CERC. Results 
of the Simulations will be interpreted by CERe and C!LMN and incorporated into 
a final report. primary production of the report will be dona by CELHN, 
however, publication will be done at CERe. Task c will be performed during 
the secon~ year of the project. ~RC will provid. 20 man days ot aDDiDtanca 
to the District for thia task. The time and coat estimate lor Task c shown 
belOW reflect8 the fact that CELMN will perform the majority of the work, with 
mininlal assistance from CERC. 

Tuk Component. 

c.l Development of storm event. traininQ sat, 
perform POL and ADCIRC simulations, and develop 
8ur~a raAponse vector data .at. 

c.2 Development of stati.tical approach for 
quantlfyin9 effectiveness of varioue deQrae. of 
surge protection. 

c.3 Perform atatiatical analyeie and prepare 
final report. 

Total 

Time Total Coet-
.LQERC/CELHN) 

(months) (SX) 

3 20 (5/15) 

6 60 (6/45) 

J 30 (10/20) 

12 100 (20/80) 

Task d. PurchAse of Work 8tAtion And Software Inetallation/yerification 

d.2 All numerical modelinQ and visualization components of thi. study will be 
made operational on an appropriate work station such t.ha.t. all future storm 
Burge modeling efforts can be performed in-house by CKLMN. This tAsk will 
install and verify the necessary linkage8 and will develop training and 
documentAtion necessary use the system. Th. ws will be purchased under this 
task and will be delivered to CELKN at the conclueion of the project. 

4 
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T1l!Jk ComQ()nant. 

d .1.1 Purchaae high re.olution, Silic:on Graphic. 
(SOl) WS. 

d.l.2 Inota1l all num.rical modele on wOrk atation 
and verify proper execution 

d.l.l Prepare documentation for input 
to Task a.1 

Total 

Ii.mA 

(montha) 

2.5 

.5 

.5 

3.5 

Iotal ~ggt-
'~EBQlQIl:LMNl 

($X) 

40 (40/0, 

10 (5/5) 

10 (SIS) 

60 (50/10) 

S UM.MAIW or COSTS Total cgBt-(CEBCICELMN) 

SUKMARY OF COSTS. K $ 

Tallk •• Development. or 2-D Wave aeneration Model 90 (65/25) 

Task b. Development of 2-D Storm Surge Model 255 (165/90) 

Taek c:. 5tat1.tical analyeie of Protective Syatam 100 (20/90) 

Taek d. Work Station purchase and Tech Tran.fer 60 '~Qll0l 

Total 50S (300/205 ) 

The abOve propo •• l will provide CELMN a numerical capability and 
expertise tor performing inhou.e analyse. of tropiaal storm prepa9ation lor 
all coaatal areaa of the state of LouisiAna, including aterm aurqe and 
associated wave propagation. The total COHt ior CERC'& involvement is 300 K. 
This figure reflects a cooperative involvement between CERC and CELMN in which 
the total project coat of 50S K (if performed entirely by CERe) reflects a 
300K CERC effort and a 20SX C!LMN effort. 
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